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SAFETY EVALUATION BY THE OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION

BALTIM0RE GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY

CALVERT CLIFFS NUCLDR POWER PLANT, UNIT NOS.1 AND 2

DOCKET N05. 50-317 AND 50-318

INADEQUATE CORE COOLING INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEMS

INTRODUCTION

By letters dated June 19 and July 1, 1985, the Baltimore Gas and Electric
Company (BG&E) provided additional information, requested in the Commission
letter dated January 22, 1985, on the inadequate core cooling instrumentation
(ICCI) systems for the Calvert Cliffs, Units 1 and 2 plants. The staff has
reviewed this additional information on the Calvert Cliffs, Units 1 and 2
ICCI systems. This staff review incorporates significant technical input
prepared by the staff's consultants at Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)
under technical assistance contract FIN B0779. The staff's evaluation of
BG&E's submittals follows.

2.0 EVALUATION

2.1.1 Reactor Vessel Level Monitoring System (RVLMS)

The reactor vessel level monitoring systems (RVLMS) for the Calvert
Cliffs Units 1 and 2 plants are based on the Combustion Engineering

| (CE) Heated Junction Thermocouple (HJTC) System. The HJTC vessel level
monitoring concept, as described in Reference 1, has received generic'

staff approval subject to adequate integration into individual plant
i
' ICCI systems.

The HJTC system measures reactor coolant liquid inventory with discrete
HJTC sensors located at different levels within a separator tube ranging
from the fuel alignment plate to the reactor vessel head. The basic
principle of the system operation is detection of a temperature differ-
ence between adjacent heated and unheated thermocouples. The Calvert
Cliffs HJTC probe assemblies are of the " Full Length Probe" design,

| housed within a separator tube inside a control element assembly (CEA)
! shroud. Of the eight HJTC sensor assemblies in each probe assembly, two
. are located above the CEA shroud in the upper area of the reactor vessel
| closure head, and one more is located near the top of the CEA shroud.

Three other HJTC sensors are located near the top, centerline, and bottom
of the hot leg nozzle elevations, respectively. A seventh sensor is
located approximately equidistant between the bottom hot leg area sensor

,

| ,and the lowest sensor, which is located less than one foot from the top
l of the fuel alignment plate.
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The HJTC System is composed of two channels of HJTC instruments. Each >

HJTC instrument is manufactured into a probe assembly. The probe assembly
includes eight HJTC sensors, a seal plug and electrical connectors. Each ' ,

probe assembly is housed within a support tube assembly installed within '{
the reactor vessel. The support tube assemblies'are installed within z
vacated Part Length Control Element Drive Mechanism shrouds in the upper '

guide structure. 5

ThecablingandconnectionsfortheHJTCsystemarechannelizbd, Class 1E
safety grade cabli..g from the HJTC signal processing cabinets, and to the
safety grade displays and trend recorders. The cabling from the sensors -

to the signdl processing cabinet pass not only the individual HJTC signals,
but also '.he.HJTC heater power. The two separate HJTC system channels are
powered fromJseparate reliable Class 1E power sources.

>

The Safety Parameter Display System (SPDS) will provida the primary HJTC <

display. The backup displays will consist of seismically qualified Class
1E light arrays located in the control room in close proximity to the CET '

and SMM displays. An additional display is provided on each HJTC signal
processing cabinet as part of the system diagnostics. Class 1E. trend
recorders are also provided in the control room for each HJTC channel.
Coolant low-level and system malfunction alarms are provided.

2.1.2 Core Exit Thermocouple (CET) System
.

The reactor in-core instrumentation system consists of 45 fixed in-core
detectors inserted into selected instrumentation assemblies. Each assembly
contains four rhodium self powered neutron detectors, a background wire,
and one core exit thermocouple (CET). The cable assemblies inside reactor
containment will be repisced with qualified assemblies and the CET circuit

2
. portion only of the multi conductor cable assemblies will be rerouted to
l environmentally qualified electrical penetrations. Approximately half of

the cables will be rerocted to provide core quadrant and channel sepa-
ration. The cable routing forethe CETs fromatheicentainment penetrations
to the computer room will be upgraded to safety related. Dual-output
thermocouple transducers for each CET will be located in the computer
room along with new trand recorders, in two channel-separated racks. The
transducers' produce two independent isolated outputs. One isolated output
is used for the safety related CET backup display system and the other is
used for the primary display system on the plant computer. Each safety
related CET backup display transducer signal will be fed to a channel

| selector switch and trend recorder. Multi-channel trend recorders will
' record all of the CET channels and will be unaffected by the channel

selector switch position. The channel selector switches are located on
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the Reactivity Controls and Protective System Control Board in the main
V control room, and allow the operator to select any CET for display on

control room digital indicators.

Each of the two channels is powered from a separate Class 1E power source.
The plant computer which contains the primary display, is powered by its
own uninterruptable power source with ac backup via automatic transfer
switches.

The primary display attributes correspond to the requirements of
Item II.F.2 of NUREG-0737 (Ref. 2) , except that a core map display
will not be used. Rather, a listing of CET readings will be available
from the plant computer which can be manually related to individual
CET core locations as necessary. The staff concludes that this is
acceptable since a core map of CET readings can be constructed from a
listing and, thereby, meet the intent of Item II.F.2 of NUREG-0737.

2.1.3 Subcooling Marcin Monitoring (SMM) System

The Subcooling Margin Monitoring (SMM) system consists of redundant
Combustion Engineering Model 001, microcomputer based instruments.
Temperature input is provided by redundant reactor coolant system (RCS)
cold leg and hot leg resistance temperature detectors (RTD)with a range
of 212 to 705 degrees F. Pressure input is provided by redundant
pressurizer pressure transmitters with an output range of 15 to 3200
psia. The margin display range in 0 to 100 degrees subcooling with an
accuracy of 3.1 degrees F. An automatic alarm will occur when subcooled
margin drops below 50 degrees F.

The SMM is environmentally qualified and consists of two redundant!

channels powered from separate invertor fed, battery backed safety grade
sources. Displays are continuous on demand for either temperature or
pressure margin. Recording for trending purposes is provided by the
Technical ~ Support,Centerncomputerrsupplied-with isolated- output- signals.

It is not planned to incorporate CET inputs to the SMM, but subcooling
margin calculations based on CET information will be provided by the
plant computer which incorporates SPDS. Saturation curves are included
in the emergency operating procedures to allow the operators to calculate
subcooling based on CET temperatures should the computer be unavailable.

2.1.4 Procedures, Technical Specifications, and Training
,

Upgraded emergency operating procedures based on CEN-152, Revision 2 are
being prepared. Human factors engineering principles have been applied

; to the design of the ICCI displays and the design is being reviewed by
| the Detailed Control Room Design Review (DCRDR) team. In addition, the
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ICCI system will be included in the Information and Control Character-
istics Review (ICCR) to be incorporated into the DCROR. The ICCR is
being developed by CE from the Emergency Procedure' Guidelines (CEN-152)
as an alternative to task analysis. Training on the new instrumentation
and prr.cedures is in progress. Technical Specifications are in place for- ;

-the SMM system and are being prepared for the CET and RVLMS systems.

3.0 CONCLUSIONS

'The staff concludes that the Baltimore Gas & Electric Company's ICCI systems
for Calvert Cliffs, Units 1 and 2, consisting of (1) a vessel inventory

. system based on the generic CE HJTC system, (2) subcooling margin monitoring
system, and (3) a core exit thermocouple system are acceptable since they
meet the requirements of Item II.F.2 of NUREG-0737. This acceptance, however,
is contingent upon the NRC. review and approval of the planned resolution of
the following open items:

,

1. Plant and Technical Support Center computer upgrades
are not complete.

2. Installation of the HJTC probes is not complete.
.

3. Qualification of the CET system is not complete.

4. Incorporation of ICCI considerations in emergency
. procedures and operator training has not been
submitted for review and approval. -

5. Revised Technical Specifications for RVLMS and CETS-

have not been submitted, reviewed and approved.

6. Proposed locations of ICCI displays in the control
room are satisfactory, but subject.to confirmation

'n"*I" through the DCRDR;'which has not been~ completed.
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